Optimized nLC-MS workflow for laser capture microdissected breast cancer tissue.
Reliable sample preparation is of utmost importance for comparative proteome analysis, particularly when investigating minute amounts of clinical specimens, such as laser capture microdissected tumor tissue. In this study, we present an optimized nanoLC-MS workflow specifically for the analysis of laser capture microdissected breast cancer tissue. Analytical performance of different laser capture microdissection (LCM) functions available on the PALM system, time dependent trypsin digestion efficiency, effect of sample preparation and digestion time on peptide modification, semi-tryptic peptides and missed cleavages were evaluated. Our results show that microdissection from uncoated glass slides results in protein degradation; that protease and phosphatase inhibitors do not result in detectable improvement in number of peptides or semi-tryptic peptides; and that digestion time longer than four hours drastically reduces the number of missed cleavages, but also increases the number of unexpectedly modified peptides. Overalkylation was the most dominant side-reaction, which significantly increased overnight (P=0.05). The latter effect could almost completely be reverted by the use of a quenching agent (P=0.001). Taken together, our results show that it is of importance to carefully control sample handling steps so that reliable protein identification and quantitation can be performed within comparative proteomics studies using LCM. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Proteomics: The clinical link.